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October 26, 2015 
Re: HR16, 16-channel video encoder 
 
To all of our customers and partners; 
 
i3 International is pleased to announce the release of the new 
16-channel video encoder: HR16. HR16 provides a convenient 
and economical way of converting analog video signal into a 
digital video signal. HR16 encoder replaces Annexxus 516 
model, however, unlike Annexxus 516, HR16 supports both 
analog and HD-TVI analog video input signals. 
 
Each HD-TVI analog (High Definition analog) channel viewed through HR16 supports dual streaming: 
independently-configured Main and Sub-stream. Dual streaming allows recording high-resolution images, while 
streaming lower-resolution stream in environments, where limited bandwidth is available. 
 
In addition to the HR16 encoder, the user must also purchase the “analog channel” licenses, available in 
bundles or singly, to enable the desired number of inputs that can then be added to SRX-Pro Server. 
Important: Analog Channel licensing is supported by SRX-Pro Server v.3.3.3 and above only. When using 
HR16 with an existing HVR/NVR, SRX-Pro Server software must be upgraded to v.3.3.3. 
Established customers can sign into i3’s Quoting Tool with their credentials for further details and pricing: 
http://www.i3international.com/tools/ 
 
SRX-Pro Server is capable of supporting up to 2 (two) HR16 encoders. Each encoder supports up to 16 analog 
or HD-TVI inputs, however, the number of inputs that can be added to the SRX-Pro Server is determined by the 
number of purchased “analog channel” licenses. When purchasing HR16 encoder, make sure to purchase 
enough “Analog Channel” licenses to support all your HD-TVI and analog cameras. 
 
When using one HR16 encoder and no additional IP inputs, you can choose to connect HR16 directly to the 
SRX-Pro Server through a provided CAT5 network cable or through an i3-recommended Gigabit switch. 
 
When using two HR16 encoders, each one must be connected to the same Gigabit switch. 
 
HR16 network configuration: 

CAT5e

SRX-Pro Server (VMS)

16 analog or HD-TVI cameras
HR16

12V DC/24V AC 
Power

 
Please contact technical support if you have any questions or issues. 
Email: support@i3international.com 
Tel.: 1.877.877.7241 
Live Chat: http://i3chat.i3international.com/chat 
i3 International Inc. 
Technical Support and Services 
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